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PREFACE

<• rf'

This is a story of how the British annexed south Sikkim to
their vast Empire and for quite sometime called the annexed
portion British Sikkim while the left over of the kingdom was
referred to as Independent Sikkim. The area was later named
Daijeeling after a village that existed there and subsequently
formed into a district by the same name. It therefore surprises
me the least bit when a few of my friends call Sikkim, in
reference to Daijeeling district, a mother state and refer to
West Bengal as a 'surrogate mother'. In this book I have
borrowed the term 'mother state' but at the same time avoided
the epithet 'surrogate' for reasons entirely personal.

Whatever be the terms used, Sikkim and Daijeeling are
historically inseparable. The sheer unchangeable contiguity of
their borders provide for the sharing of language, culturc and
religion. Politically, there are some differences and the most
obvious one is that of political parties active in Sikkim are as
good as not having any representation in Daijeeling and vice
versa. Nevertheless, no two contiguous places in India can
claim to share so many things in common as the people of
Sikkim and Daijeeling. It is because of this peculiar
relationship that there appears to be a strong current of
bonding between the people ofthese two places. Nevertheless,
it is precisely because of the shared culture, religion and
history that arouses apprehension in a good number ofpeople
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CHAPTER-1

PLACE-NAMES
Meanings of the names of Sikkim

and the three Sub-Divisions of Darjeeling

SIKKIM / DENZONG / MAAYEL LYANG

The names of this fairy tale state of butterflies, orchids,
mountains, monasteries and mysteries have tested the brains of
eminent scholars like Col. L.A. Waddell who remarked that it
was not easy to etymologize the name 'Sikkim'. In fact he
does not commit himselfbut begins by writing, ""This I think,
is the etymology of the Nepali name for the country (namely
'Sikhim' and not 'Sikkim' as is sometimes misspelt in English
books)'' He further stressed his uncertainty by writing, "'This
seems to me to be derived from the Nepalese or Parbatiya
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Sikin, 'the crested', which well denotes the leading feature of
the country as seen from Nepal, where its mountain ridges
running transversely to those ofeastern Nepal seem toform a
bristling series of crests.Risley, Gazetteer of Sikkim,
quoting an earlier work of Waddell agrees adding tiiat tlie
name's probable derivation came from the Sanskrit Sikhiu.
Risley ridicules the suggestion by some that the name resulted
from a translation of ''Bhutea name for the coiintiy, viz.,
Demo-jong' or 'the happy countiy'from - sukhi, happy, us

the word is never spelt with a u The latter explanaion
does not stand up well to scmtiny for even today the old-
timers prefer 'Sbokhim' (or Sukhim) to Sikkim (or Sikhin). It
probably was Sookhim in Waddell's time as well, the error
cropping up because of excess leaning on Parbatiya and
Sanskrit, for even as far back as 1793, Kirkpatrick, An
Account of the Kingdom of Nepaul, used 'Sookhim'.^ Even
Rahul Sankritiyan, the inexhaustible writer and traveler, in his
1950 Darjeling Parichaya mentioned that the Nepalis use the
term 'Sukhim'.''

Risley gives us another and a reasonably agreeable
suggestion that in the language of eastern Nepal, the Limbu
people use su for 'new' and khim to mean a 'house'.^ P.N.
Chopra, Sikkim, agrees with a supportive statement: "/// the
remote past, the Lepchas of Denzong and the Limbus of
Eastern Nepal freely mixed with each other...Marriages
within the two clans were common. When a Limbu girl
married a Lepcha and arrived at her husband's house she

Waddell, L.A: Among the Himalayas, Ratna Pustak Bhandar,
Kathmandu, 1978 (1899), p. 432.

Riseley, H.H: Gazetteer of Sikhim, Sikkim Nature Conservation
Foundation, Gangtok,1989 (1894), pp. 39-40

Colonel Kirkpatrick: An Account of the Kingdom of Nepaut, Asian
Educational Services, New Delhi, 1986 (1811). p. 280.

Sankritiyan, Rahul: Dorjeling Parichaya, Parmananda Poddar, Calcutta
1950, p. 4.

Riseley, H.H: p. 40.

would call it 'Su Him", i.e., new house. '̂̂ Chopra is more
accurate regarding the Limbu word for house which ip him^
and not khim as given by Risley. Jaya Dhamala, Head of the
Department of the Centre for Himalayan Studies, North
Bengal University, provides a historical colour to the above
interpretation. Sikkim king, Tensung Namgyal, married the
daughter of Limbu ruler of Arun-Tambar region, Yamohang.
Several Limbu chiefs' were also married of to Sikkimeses
Kazis (noblemen). Those Limbus who had come for the
marriages called the place ^sukhim' or 'bride's new home',
'comfortable home' etc. The Nepalis who came to Sikkim
could not relate to the Limbu word and thus corrupted the
name to Sukkhim which underwent further distortion under

the British to Sikkim.^ J.R. Subba, a Limbu writer, provides
us with alternatives like 'Song Khim', 'Su Khim' and 'Su
Him' for 'New house' or 'happy home' but at the same time
he is wary to give a Limbu origin to the name Sikkim.^

As far as the Lepha and Tibetan names are concerned
Waddell has it that, ^'the abroginies, the Lepchas, call it
Nelyang or 'The Place of Caves', while the Tibetans call it
Den-jong or Demo-jong, or 'The Country of Rice and Fndt'
as it is a granary for bleak Tibet."^^ For a Lepcha version
from a Lepcha writer, K.P. Tamsang writes, ''"''This region was
known in the ancient times as Myel Lyang, which means "the
land ofhidden paradise or the delightful region or abode. II

^Chopra, P.N: SIKKIM, S Chand & Company Limited, New Delhi, 1985
(1979), p. 1.
' Senior, H.W.R: A Vocabulaiy of the Limbu Language of Eastern Nepal,
Ratna Pustak Bhandar, 1977 (1908), p. 32.
^Dhamala, Jaya: Sikkimko Itihas, Shyam Prakashan, Darjeeling, 1983, p.
11.

^Subba (Pondhak), J.R: The Limboos ofthe Eastern Himalayas, Sikkim
Yakthung Mundham Saplopa, Gangtok, 1999, p. 115.
I® Waddell, L.A: p. 432.

Tamsang, K.P: The Untold and Unknown Reality about the Lepchas,
Lyangsong Tamsang, Kalimpong, 1983, p. 1.
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KALIMPONG

One of the earUest recorded references to Kahmpong is to be
found in the book Bhotan and the Story of the Dooar War
where it is described as "a hamlet called KaUmpoong'\ The
place is depicted as fairly well cultivated and having a number
of inhabitants, with a monastery* in the neighbourhood and
blessed with fine orange groves.^^ L. A. Waddell, writing in
1899, gives the meaning of Kalimpong as, ^The Governor's
Fort' and attributes the name as a Lepcha one whereas
O'Malley interpreted it as Tibetan meaning, '̂ The stockade
(pong) ofthe king*s minister (kalon). Theplace wasformally
the head-quarters of a Bhiitanese governor,''̂ ^ Ever since
these two men recorded their opinions, gazetteers and
historians have blindly accepted the 'fort' and the 'stockade'
versions notwithstanding the absence of any archeological
evidence or historical record of either at the place. It seems
that the two writers had their gaze fixed to Bhutan and Tibet
as most British did in those days and came up with near
convincing interpretations. Kalimpong was in fact
administered from the fort of Damsang (which is in total
ruins) about ten miles away and this fort in turn was under the
Subba or Zongpen of Dalim (Dalimkote) Fort about fifteen
miles away. Arthur Foning, a highly educated Lepcha and a
Kalimpong old-timer, hotly disputed these interpretations also
asserting the absence of a stockade or a minister having ever
existed or lived in the place. While discounting the fort,
stockade and minister conjecture he proposed a highly
plausible philological explanation claiming the name to be a

• Trongsa Monastery
Reimie, D. F: Bhotan and theStoiy of theDooar War, New Delhi, 1970

(1866), p. 65.

3S
Waddell:/477/, p. 215.
O'Malley: p. 215.
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Lepcha one meaning, '"The ridge where we play"?"^ He
narrates that when the Bhutan ruled Kalimpong the Bhutanese
tax collectors would descend upon the present day site of the
town to collect their levy. The Lepcha vassals would provide
entertainment for the overlords in the form of women, songs,
dances and sports. This annual affair took on a carnival like
transformation and the area came to be associated to a ridge
where the Lepchas played and made merry. Foning's
deconstruction runs thus: ka (we or our), lem (play), and pung
(ridge). There is some controversy regarding the pung and it
seems that it was spelt both as pong and pung. We have, as far
back as 1884, Colman Macaulay, the Secretary to the
Government of Bengal, heading an entry in his official report
with 'Kalimpung' while elsewhere reverting to the official
spelling of 'Kalimpong'. Professor R. K. Sprigg has this to
say on the controversy with the second moietypunglpong:

"/ would like to go to the earliest mention of the name
'Kalimpoong^ by Sir Ashley Eden (Report on the State
ofBootan and the Progress ofthe Mission of1863-64),
On the basis of this spelling 'poong' might represent
the Lepcha p'ung (Tibetan equivalent of spun[-baj
with the 's' silent) meaning 'size, bulk, a crowd,
herd, flock, a number, many' {as given in G» B.
Mainwaring^s, *A Grammar of the Lepcha (Rong)
Language*, Baptist Mission Press, 1876}. Meanwhile,
*kaiim' could standfor the Lepcha ka-lim or ka-lim-bi,
a species ofsolaniumfound in Kalimpong.'"'*^

Foning, A.R: p. 13.
Macaulay, Colman: A Report ofa Mission to SIKKIM and the Tibetan

Frontier - 1884, Ratna Pustak Bhandar, Kathmandu, 1977(1885), pp. 54&
55.

Sprigg: Per. Com.
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CHAPTER-III

THE PRELUDE TO THE

ANNEXATION

"No community tribal or otherwise will readily welcome in its midst
the intrusion of a population practicing a way of life which is at
complete variance with its own." Nari Rustomji'

DARJEELING GROWS AMIDST SIKKIM'S WOES

The British with the deed of Daijeeling grant took no haste in
occupying the area that seemed to promise so much to them.
The much needed hill station had taken many years of

' Rustomji, Nari: Imperiled Frontiers, India's North-Eastern Borderlands
Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1983, p. 7.







THE INTRUSION

The entry of Hooker and Campbell into Sikkim and their
subsequent arrest set the ball of annexation of Daijeeling
rolling. The two gentlemen made their way into the interiors
of Sikkim twice and on the second time invited incarceration
at the hands of Sikkim authorities. The establishment at
Daijeeling and its superiors in Calcutta always claimed that
the gentlemen had the required permits issued by the Sikkim
ruler and therefore their confinement was illegal and the
treatment they received an insult to the Empire. A punitive
force that was sent to redress the insult but it was badly
mauled by the Sikkimese using simple booby traps and by
rolling boulders down the hill. The injured British pride could
not take this humiliation of salt being rubbed on its wounds.
Troops consisting of an original force numbering 329 men and
1,591 as reinforcement armed with muskets, mountain gun
and howitzers descended upon the small kingdom that did not
even possess a standing army. Unwilling to take chances
hundreds of troops were kept in reserve at Titalya, Jalpaiguri
and Pumea. Sikkim succumbed and the whole of Darjeeling
was annexed to the Empire. The key issue to the invasion was
that the arrested gentlemen had the required permits to enter
Sikkim while all evidences point conclusively to the fact that
the Chogyal had not issued the permits. The finger of
suspicion for the injustice strongly points to the government
and the men that steered the affairs of so vast an empire like
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THE SECOND INTRUSION

Hooker undertook a brief spell in the plains and was back in
Daijeeling by March. The whole of April was spent on
preparation for another trip to Sikkim while Campbell
communicated to the Chogyal, in the name of the Governor-
General of India, Hooker's intention to visit the Sikkimese
frontier, north east of the Kanchenjunga mountain. After
sometime it was claimed that the ChogyaVs permission had
been obtained.^® The Sikkim officials' reaction was entirely
contrary to that claim and Lasoo Kazi, the proposed Sikkimese
Agent to Daijeeling, wamed that he was prepared to use
strong measures should they cross over to Sikkim. The British
reaction was that unless orders to the contrary were received
from the Chogyal, through a proper accredited agent, Hooker
would proceed as planned. There was no ^proper accredited
agent' since the Sikkim's representative, Lasoo Kazi, had
been twice rejected by the Daijeeling officials on the grounds
of insolence and incapacity. But most of all the onus of
proving that Hooker had the permit to enter Sikkim was set
aside and the burden transferred on the Sikkim authorities to
prove that he had not. For the Sikkim officers, as in any place
in the world, the difficulty was to be impudent enough to ask
the King if he had issued such a permit. As crafty as the move

Hooker, J.D: Vol. 2, p. 29.
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THE LULL AND THE STORM

For about a decade the relationship between Sikkim and
Britain progressed without hostility. Britain maintained an
official policy of avoiding any provocation that might force
Sikkim into a closer alignment with Tibet. However, at the
same time Britain was looking for an opportunity to
consolidate its influence and though hostilities ceased for
some time it was only a lull before the storm. Sikkim was
deceived into believing that British would not point its guns at
her and that peace would prevail. Sikkim did not realize that
for Britain ''Tibet as a potential centre of trans-Himamalayan
trade was irresistible. Surrounded by Nepal. Sikkim, Bhutan
and Tibet, Darjeeling"'' provided '"splendid opportunity to
develop as an entrepot ofCentral Asian trade"} For Sikkim
the 'grant' ofDarjeeling was a routine exchange where Sikkim
gave Britain something and received another in return. To
Britain it became "an event of the greatest importance in the
history ofnorthern frontier of India. Not only did it place the
British in close contact with the hill states, their peoples and
their politics, but also it provided a constant reminder of the

Sen, Jahar; Darjeeling AFavoured Retreat, Indus Publishing Co., New
Delhi, 1989, p. 13.
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THE TREATY OF HUMILIATION

The treaty begins by decrying the Sikkimese for '''continued
depredations and misconducf\ 'Hhe neglect of the

aharajah etc. along with the Maharajah expressing his
sincere^^ regret for the misconduct of his servants and

subjects . Article One revoked all previous treaties and the
next Article restored all the recently occupied territories to
Sikkim. Article Three required the Maharajah to do his best to
return within one month the property abandoned by the British
troops. Article Four sought compensation for 'British subjects

were pillaged and kidnapped'' including indemnity for the
British invasion at the threat of losing more territory ifSikkim
tailed to oblige.

j^icle Five and Six made it necessary to extradite to
Daqeehng any British criminal taking refuge in Sikkim

^ of TREATIES, ENGAGEMENTS AND
Contvujf'J^^ ^^^Sh^ouring Countries (Revised and
Burl mZ P»
Append) 1983, pp.61-65. (Full text in the
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including any Sikkimese committing any crime in British
territory. Reciprocity was not included and Article Nine went
to the ridiculous extent of Sikkim having to deliver to British
authorities at Daijeeling even European committing crimes
inside Sikkim.

Articles Eight, Nine, Ten, Eleven and Twelve concentrated
on trade and transit. The Articles allowed for free 'reciprocal'
intercourse allowing both parties freedom to trade and travel
in both the domains. Anybody with an iota of intelligence
knows that such reciprocity is impossible among unequal
partners and the British with its enormous wealth as well as
the vast knowledge of commerce stood to gain at the cost of
Sikkim. Sikkim was forbidden to levy duty on any goods
imported from British territories and making the treaty even
more viscous Sikkim was prevented from charging taxes on
goods exported to British territories. Benevolence foimd a
place with Sikkim permitted to tax goods passing into and out
of Tibet, Nepal and Bhutan but even here the British put a
margin, ""that such duty shall, on no account, exceed 5 per
cent" on the value of the goods. As a saving grace the
Sikkimese custom officers were given the option of
purchasing the goods for the government at the prices declared
by the owner if the officers felt they were undervalued.

Article Thirteen brought to the fore the British
preoccupation with a trade route to Tibet and beyond. The
Article made provisions for the British to construct roads
'through' Sikkim towards which the latter was not only
prohibited from objecting but was obliged to ""afford every
protection and aid to the party engaged in the worK\
Amazingly, the Sikkim government was also nozzled with an
additional responsibility of keeping the roads ""in repair""
including erecting and maintaining suitable travelers rest
houses ""throughout"" its route. The next Article stipulated that
if the British desired to make a topographical or geological
survey ofSikkim, the Sikkim government would refrain from
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aijeeling too has been let down by numerous native sons.
The distnct was merged with Bengal, and thereby with India,
many years ago and as history and coincidence would have it

? merged with India very recently. The only majorI erence is that today the mother state enjoys a certain
degree of prosperity and peace while Darjeeling struggles
against o ds that are not its own doing, asuffering aggravated
by deceptions from without and from within.

The political story of the Darjeeling hills is not particularly
3 ^PPy The popular demand for the sequestration of
Uarjeehng from the state of West Bengal into a state by
w atever name - the current favourite being Gorkhaland' is a

story of betrayal of a community by its masters
an ea ers and it is also astory ofastruggle that refuses to be
written off despite the endless letdowns. Looking into the
po itical history of Daijeeling district is like gazing into a
aden cauldron of confusion and such glaring leadership errors
at even a bird-brain would require significant strength and

s amma to execute them. One has to only consider the recent
Umes when the light of anew state for the hill people shone at
Its brilliant best. The people had gone through a long phase of
violent stniggle and untold sufferings and just when the
expectations were soaring, Subhas Ghising the charismatic
champion of a Gorkha state, struck a stroke of infidelity by
dropping the demand for a state and settling for an
"autonomous" Darjeeling Gorkha Hill Council (DGHC). No

name 'Gorkhaland' is claimed to have been coined by Shri Subh^sl
Ohismg on 5April 1980, cf., his speech of 7September 1989 at DarjeelmS^

In the tripartite accord signed between Buta Singh, Union Home Minis
(Govt. of India), Jyoti Basu, Chief Minister {Govt. of West BengaO
Subhas Ghising, President (Gorkha National Liberation Front) on 25
988, the second paragraph under the heading 1. Separate Sfa ^ ^

Gorkhaland it states: "In the overall national interest and in respotts
Prime Minister's call, the GNLF agree to drop the demandfor a separ
Stateof Gorkhaland:'

one cried "Et tu G /' and a confused community
celebrated jubilantlyknowing notwhy.

Let us begin, very briefly, with the beginning. The present
day tliree sub-divisions of Daijeeling, Kurseong and Siliguri
belonged to Sikkim till Nepal annexed them. The East India
Company, following the Anglo-Gorkha War, possessed the
subdivisions for a short period'' and then returned them to
Sikkim, in full sovereignty^ only to reclaim them militarily in
1861.^ Kalimpong, a sub-division today on the other side of
the Teesta River, also belonged to Sikkim and subsequent to a
conflict the territory came under the authority of Bhutan. The
British in its bid to take over the eighteen duars leading into
Bhutan conveniently stretched its conquest to mclude

' Stiller, SJ., Ludwig F: The Rise of the House ofGorkhas, Kathmandu,
' Riiy.RH: Ue Gazetteer ofSMMThe Treaty ofSagauli (2 December 181 ) AnHI 1817)
See alsole Sumud granted to the Rajah of S.kk.m (& Apr.I 1817)

Paragraph one. trEAT/ES, ENGAGEMENTS, AND
Aitchison, C.U: ACollection ^ Countries (Revised and

SANADS relating to India and N Kashmir Sikkim, Assam <&
conmueC up to 1929) Vol. The Treaty of
Biirnia, Mittal Pubhcations, Delhi, , for foil text.
Titalya (10 February Calcutta, 1916 (1922), p. 6.

Dozey,E.C: Darjeeling ^^^..^teersMRJEELING, Calcutta,
O^Malley, L.S.S: Bengal District Gazetteers

1907 (1989), p. 27. of Tumlong. Sikkim A
On 16 April 1861 Sikk™ ^ of SiUcim, p. 14:

Concise Chronicle, Publicity ' r forced on Sikkim
expedition followed next year. Theond the annexation ofDarjeeling conjv^ Treaty "The annexation of
Professor Jahar Sen AFavoured Retreat, p. 16)
Darjeeling was also confirmed. ,{ I
IRisiey: p. 12. were the passes leading to and

Duar is the Sanskrit for door.
out of Bhutan.












